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Abstract: The instability of soil bank slopes induced 
by freeze-thaw cycles at the northern foot of Tianshan 
Mountain is very common. The failure not only 
caused a large amount of soil erosion, but also led to 
serious reservoir sedimentation and water quality 
degradation, which exerted a lot of adverse effects on 
agricultural production in the local irrigation areas. 
Based on field investigations on dozens of irrigation 
reservoirs there, laboratory tests were carried out to 
quantitatively analyze the freeze-thaw effect on the 
soil engineering characteristics to reveal the 
facilitation on the bank slope instability. The results 
show that the softening characteristics of the stress-
strain curves gradually weaken, the effective 
cohesions decline exponentially, the seepage 
coefficients enlarge, and the thermal conductivities 
decrease after 7 freeze-thaw cycles. The freeze-thaw 
effect on the specimens with low confining pressures, 
low dry densities and high water contents is more 
significant. The water migration and the phase 
transition between water and ice result in the 
variations of the soil internal microstructures, which 

is the main factor affecting the soil engineering 
characteristics. Sufficient water supply and the 
alternation of positive and negative temperatures at 
the reservoir bank slopes in cold regions make the 
water migration and phase transition in the soil very 
intensely. It is easy to form a large number of pores 
and micro cracks in the soil freezing and thawing 
areas. The volume changes of the soil and the water 
migration are difficult to reach a dynamic balance in 
the open system. Long-term freeze-thaw cycles will 
bring out the fragmentation of the soil particles, 
resulting in that the micro cracks on the soil surfaces 
are developing continuously. The soil of the bank 
slopes will fall or collapse when these cracks penetrate, 
which often happens in winter there. 
 
Keywords: Mechanical properties; Seepage 
coefficient; Thermal conductivity; Micro structure; 
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1    Introduction  

Freeze-thaw cycles are caused by the periodic 
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positive and negative alternation of temperatures, and 
make the hydrous soil constantly change phase and 
displacement, which is one of the most common 
geological disasters in the active layer of the 
permafrost and seasonally frozen soil regions (Kraatz 
et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020; Zhang et 
al. 2020). The pore structures of the soil are closely 
related to its engineering properties. It is generally 
believed that the freeze-thaw cycles can change the 
soil engineering properties by altering the pore 
structures (Wang, et al. 2020). In fact, they not only 
transform the micro structures, but also lead to 
changes in soil physical, mechanical, water physical, 
chemical and biological communities (Chen et al. 
2020; Chen et al. 2020; Du et al. 2020; Hou et al. 
2020; Liu et al. 2020; Sutton and Price 2020; Wang 
et al. 2020; Yuan et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020). 
These will affect the soil engineering characteristics. 
The freeze-thaw cycles can increase the number of 
macro pores and make the micro cracks gradually 
appear and expand in the soil, resulting in the 
degradation of the mechanical properties (Liu et al. 
2020; Lu et al. 2020; Tian et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 
2020; Zhou et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020). The 
phenomenon is more significant in the soil with high 
water contents (Wang et al. 2020). Simultaneously, 
the soil stress-strain behaviors will change (Lei et al. 
2019; Liu et al. 2020; Qu et al. 2020). When the bank 
slope is damaged by freeze-thaw cycles, not only the 
mechanical and deformation properties of the soil are 
affected, but also the permeability and thermal 
conductivity will be changed. The freezing and 
thawing process can cause water migration in the soil 
(Chen et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020), and change its 
hydraulic properties and infiltration characteristics 
(Ozgul et al. 2011; Roy et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020), 
which will raise the soil permeability coefficients in 
the freeze-thaw zones significantly (Benson et al. 1995; 
Yang et al. 2020). It is easy to initiate seepage failure 
(Dalla Santa, et al. 2019). The thermal conductivity is 
one of the important parameters related to the soil 
heat exchange (Li et al. 2019) and the freezing depth 
and the freeze-thaw intensity are bound up with it 
(Wang et al. 2020). The change of the soil engineering 
characteristics directly affects the bank slope stability 
(Kawamura and Miura 2013; Qi et al. 2006; Qu et al. 
2019), and the long-term freeze-thaw action can 
significantly promote its instability (Li et al. 2020; Xu 
et al. 2018).  

The freeze-thaw failure is a result of the 

moisture-heat-stress coupling effects and it needs to 
be understood from multiple perspectives. Most of the 
above-mentioned researches only focus on one kind of 
soil performance, which is not enough to understand 
the influence of freeze-thaw cycles on soil engineering 
performance. The above analyses indicate that the 
freeze-thaw cycles can obviously degrade soil 
engineering properties and can exacerbate the risk of 
the reservoir bank slope instability. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consider their effect in the soil parameter 
selection when carrying out engineering practices in 
cold regions. To quantitatively analyze and reveal the 
freeze-thaw effects on the soil engineering properties, 
indoor tests are carried out on the basis of a large 
number of field investigations. The evolution law of 
soil physical and mechanical properties of the 
reservoir bank slope under freeze-thaw cycles is 
studied. The research can provide basic data for 
further study on the instability mechanism of the soil 
bank slopes in cold regions and supply some 
references for explaining their failure under freeze-
thaw cycles. 

2    Study Area 

The reservoir soil bank slopes at the northern 
foot of Tianshan Mountain suffer from serious freeze-
thaw cycle damage, resulting in many collapses every 
year. The northern foot of Tianshan Mountain is the 
most developed area in the Xinjiang Uygur 
Autonomous Region of China with the most 
intensively industrial and agricultural production. It 
is not only convenient for transportation, but also rich 
in land resources and sufficient light and heat 
resources, which is suitable for large-scale industrial 
and agricultural production. However, the water 
resource shortage directly restricts the local economic 
development, owing to its location in the arid and 
semi-arid region. It is arid and rainless in summer, 
and the annual evaporation is much larger than the 
rainfall. Agricultural development highly depends on 
artificial irrigation. The agricultural irrigation water 
consumption is huge, and the irrigation water source 
is mostly from snow melts in the high mountains 
(Zhao et al. 2018). Damming and impoundment along 
the rivers at the upstream of the irrigation areas is an 
effective way to solve the problem of irrigation water 
(Qin et al. 2019). It is frigid in winter. The freeze-thaw 
disasters occur frequently at the beginning and end of 
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winter, which poses a great threat to the 
operation and management of water 
conservancy projects. The soil bank 
slopes of the irrigation reservoirs often 
collapse in winter and spring, which leads 
to a large amount of soil and water loss, 
serious reservoir siltation and degraded 
water quality (Zhang et al. 2020). 

Field investigations of dozens of 
irrigation reservoirs there were carried 
out from 2018 to 2020, and it were found 
that the soil bank slopes collapsed 
severely in winter and spring, leaving 
many smooth fracture surfaces. Due to 
the abundant water sources and the rich 
groundwater contents, the water migrates 
violently from bottom to top under the 
external evaporation. The water contents 
of the fracture surfaces at the middle and 
lower parts of the bank slopes are still 
high although the temperature in summer 
is as high as about 40°C. It is difficult to 
find cracks in these places. However, after 
entering winter, a large number of cracks 
appear. The continuously increasing, 
widening and expanding of cracks in the 
freeze-thaw environment often lead to 
bank slope collapses. Fig. 1 shows a large 
number of cracks and collapses on the soil bank slope 
at the northern foot of Tianshan Mountain in winter. 

In April 2019, a large-scale collapse was found, as 
shown in Fig.1a, and the bank slope retreated up to 
about 2.5m. Two new fracture surfaces at its lower 
part are selected for long-term observation as shown 
by the red rectangular frames in Fig.1a. The two 
fracture surfaces are flat and smooth, and the soil is 
dense, even and wet. The surface soil (10cm depth 
from the surface) was tested for several times from 
June to August in 2019, the water content remained 
about 15%, and no cracks were found there. By 
October, the agricultural irrigation water was 
basically stopped, the water level of the reservoir 
increased, the soil water content increased to about 
17%, and there were no cracks found on the surfaces 
yet. In November, there were many times of violent 
alternation of positive and negative temperatures, and 
a large number of micro cracks appeared there. In 
January 2020, the micro cracks further increased, 
widened, and extended. The maximum crack width 
reached about 4mm, and the selected observation 

surfaces became rough, showing an obvious freeze-
thaw erosion phenomenon, as shown in Fig.1b and c. 
That is common at the middle and lower parts of the 
slope. The soil will fall or collapse due to continuous 
cracking in the process of external environment 
variations, as shown in Fig.1d and e. Similar 
phenomena have appeared in the laboratory freeze-
thaw model test of the reservoir bank slope, as shown 
in Fig. 2a. The geometric dimension ratio of the 
prototype and model is 10:1, and the setting of 
temperature and soil parameters is basically 
consistent with the prototype. A large number of 
cracks appear at its middle and lower parts after 2 
freeze-thaw cycles, which expand with the increasing 
cycles, as shown in Fig. 2b, c and d.  

The study area is located at Liugou Reservoir area. 
The reservoir is in the upstream of Kuitun irrigation 
area of the seventh division of the Xinjiang 
Production and Construction Corps at the northern 
foot of Tianshan Mountain, as shown in Fig. 3a. It is a 
large-scale injected plain reservoir with a capacity of 
102 million m3, which is mainly used for irrigation. 

 

Fig. 1 The cracks and collapses on the soil bank slope of irrigation 
reservoirs at the northern foot of Tianshan Mountain in winter. (a) 
The smooth straight facade formed by the collapsed bank slope 
(photographed in June 2019). (b) and (c) A large number of cracks 
appear on the smooth vertical surfaces (in Fig. 1a) in winter 
(photographed in January 2020). (d) The cracks at the middle and 
lower part of another soil bank slope section (photographed in 
January 2020). (e) The collapse in winter without snow melting 
(photographed in January 2020). 
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The water source is from Sikeshu River 
and Gultu River.  

The formation lithology of the 
reservoir area (The altitude is 350-400m) 
is covered by Quaternary middle lower 
Pleistocene and Holocene horizontal fine 
soil desert stratum. The lithology is 
dominated by clay, loam, sandy loam and 
silty fine sand layer, with medium fine 
sand mixed with gravel layer locally, with 
a total thickness of over 100m. 

The area is in the center of Eurasia 
and far away from the ocean, with a 
continental north temperate climate. The 
annual average temperature is 6.5°C. The 
coldest month is January (The average 
temperature is -18°C and the minimum 
temperature is -42.3°C), and the hottest 
month is July (The average temperature 
is 25.7°C and the maximum temperature 
is 42.1°C). The annual average 
precipitation and evaporation are 
161.5mm and 1785mm, respectively. The maximum 
snow depth is 36 cm in the northern plain areas and 
60 cm in mountain areas. 

The soil bank slopes with a length of about 16.5 
kilometers located in the east and southeast sides of 
the reservoir are unprotected. The landslides and 
collapses often occur there. The slope within 1km 
from the south of the east dam is taken as the main 
research object, as shown in Fig.3c and d. Its average 
height is about 10m, which is developed in coherent 
sandy silty sediment. Its upper part is almost vertical 
with a height of 4-5m, and the lower part is steep with 
an inclination in the range of 50°-80° mostly and 
close to 90° in some slope sections. The bank slope 
there has accumulated to retreat more than 100m in 
the past 40 years. 

3    Materials and Methods 

3.1 Materials 

The soil specimens are taken from the selected 
research section of Liugou Reservoir, with the specific 
gravity of 2.69, liquid limit of 24.2%, plastic limit of 
14.6% and plastic index of 9.6. Its particle grading is 
shown in Fig. 4. The clay content of the soil specimen 
with particle diameters less than 0.005mm is less 
than 10%, which belongs to sandy silt. The soil 

specimens are fully dried in the air before the tests, 
screened by 2mm, prepared with different water 
contents, and stored in self-sealed bags for at least 
48h for standby. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Soil specimen preparation 

The soil specimens are prepared into cylinders, 
whose both ends are flat and kept perpendicular to 
the long axis. The dry densities for mechanical and 
permeability test are 1.58g/cm3, 1.69g/cm3 and 
1.80g/cm3, the water contents are 10.0%, 13.3% and 
16.6%. Their diameters and heights are 39.1 mm and 
80 mm for mechanical specimen size, and 61.8mm 
and 40mm for permeability test. The dry densities of 
the specimens for heat conduction test are 1.50g/cm3, 
1.58g/cm3, 1.69g/cm3, 1.80g/cm3 and 1.90g/cm3, the 
water contents are 6.0%, 10.0%, 13.3%, 16.6% and 
20.0%, respectively, and their sizes are same with 
those of permeability specimens. 

3.2.2 Freeze-thaw test 

After preparation, each soil specimen shall be 
tightly wrapped immediately with a preservative film 
to prevent water loss or immersion. According to the 
research results of Hu Tianfei and Chang Dan et al. 
(Chang et al 2014; Hu et al 2017), the disturbance of 

 

Fig. 2 The distribution of slope cracks of the reservoir bank in the 
indoor model during freezing and thawing processes. (a) The indoor 
bank slope model. (b), (c) and (d) A large number of cracks appeared 
on the model slope after freeze-thaw action. 
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soil specimens freezing at -15°C is the largest, and 
they can be completely frozen within 12h. The 
experimental cooling temperature of -15°C is within 
the range of winter temperature variation at the 
northern foot of Tianshan Mountain, and it is close to 
the average temperature (-18°C) of the coldest month, 
which is in line with the engineering practice. To 
ensure that the soil specimens can be completely 
frozen and thawed, they are put into a low-
temperature box of -15°C, freezing for 24 hours, and 
then placed in a room temperature environment at 
about 20°C to melt for 24 hours to complete a freeze-
thaw cycle. The existing research results indicate that 
the soil specimens attain dynamic equilibrium after 3-
7 freeze-thaw cycles, their failure strength values 
reaches the lowest points, and the values have little 
change with the increasing freeze-thaw cycles on the 
basis (Ishikawa and Miura 2011; Liu et al. 2016; Tang 
et al. 2017). Therefore, the freeze-thaw cycles of 0, 1, 3, 
5 and 7 were carried out to test the soil properties. 

3.2.3 Mechanical test 

The shear failure is the main reason for the 
instability of the soil bank slopes, and the shear 
strength can be used to measure the anti-shear 
properties of the soil (Dong and Yu 2019; Li et al. 
2020). The cohesion and internal friction angle are 
two important parameters of the shear strength, 

 

Fig. 3 Location of the study area of Liugou Reservoir area at the northern foot of Tianshan Mountain. (a) Map of the 
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. (b) The top view of the reservoir. (c) The top view of the soil bank slope. (d) The 
real view of the soil bank slope. (e) The real view of the local bank slope collapse. 

Fig. 4 Particle grading curve of the soil specimens from 
the selected research section of Liugou Reservoir. 
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which can reflect the soil mechanical properties (Liu 
et al. 2020b). These two parameters are used to 
evaluate the effect of freeze-thaw cycles on the soil 
mechanical properties. The consolidated undrained 
(CU) triaxial tests are conducted on the specimens 
after different freeze-thaw cycles using the GDS 
triaxial test system. The confining pressures are taken 
as 50kPa, 100KPa, 200KPa and 300kPa, respectively, 
according to the height of the bank slope. The 
specimens are fully saturated before the test and 
wrapped with rubber films to isolate them from the 
external water during the test. The strain shear rate is 
set to 0.5%/min. 

3.2.4 Permeability test  

A permeameter (TST-55) is used to carry out the 
falling-head permeation test according to the 
“Specification of soil test” (Ministry of Water 
Resources of the People's Republic of China 2019), 
and the permeability coefficients of the specimens 
after the freeze-thaw cycles was obtained.  

3.2.5 Heat conduction test 

The thermal characteristic analyzer (ISOMET-
2104) is utilized to test the specimens. Its test range is 
0.2~6.0W/(m·K) (two probes available) with an 
accuracy of ±5%, and the applicable temperature  
range is -15~50°C. It is based on transient probe 
technique to measure the temperature response of the 
material to the heat flow pulse, so that the resistance 
heater inserted in the probe generates heat flow, 
which makes the probe directly contact with the 
sample to be tested (Aggarwal1 et al 2009). The 
thermal conductivity is obtained by the change of 
sample temperature with time in a certain time 
interval. The calculation formula of thermal 
conductivity is given by (Milena et al 2019): 

                                  (1) 

where  is thermal conductivity, W/(m·K);	  is heat 
flow density vector, W/m2;  is temperature, °C. 

4    Results and Analyses 

4.1 Effect of freeze-thaw cycles on mechanical 
properties 

4.1.1 Stress-strain relationship after freeze-
thaw cycles 

The relationship curves between the deviator 

stress ( ) and the axial strain (ε) of the soil 
specimens with different water contents and dry 
densities under different freeze-thaw cycles are drawn 
according to the above-mentioned triaxial test results, 
as shown in Fig. 5. The data before "-" in the legend 
shows the number of freeze-thaw cycles, and that 
after "-" shows the confining pressure applied during 
the triaxial test.  

It can be seen from Fig.5 that the stress-strain 
curves are mainly affected by the dry densities, water 
contents, freeze-thaw cycles and confining pressures. 
They show the softening characteristics of the stress-
strain curves weaken in general with the increase of 
the freeze-thaw cycles, dry densities and water 
contents. For the specimens with a high dry density 
(1.80 g/cm3), the softening characteristics of the 
curves are prominent, and there is a peak value. The 
stress-strain curve characteristics of the medium 
density (1.69g/cm3) soil specimens are between them. 
The ice crystals expand and compress the 
surrounding soil particles when the water freezes into 
ice in the cold environment. When the soil melts, the 
pores produced by some ice crystal expansion cannot 
be completely restored to the original state, so as to 
increase the pore volumes of the specimens, change 
the arrangement of the soil particles, and reduce their 
connection forces (Taina et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2019). 
When the specimens with low water contents are 
frozen, the ice crystal content is small, the expansion 
degree of the soil is a little, the volume size and 
quantity of pores formed after melting are small as 
well, and the influence level of the freezing and 
thawing process is relatively low. The large confining 
pressures will reduce the pore volumes increased by 
the freezing and thawing processes, and the soil 
strength can be restored to a larger extent (Chen et al. 
2018). Therefore, the increase of freeze-thaw cycles 
has a significant impact on the stress-strain curves of 
the specimens under low and medium confining 
pressures (100kPa and 50kPa) with high water 
contents (13.3% and 16.6%), and has no obvious 
influence on that of the specimens with a low water 
content (10.0%) and high confining pressures 
(200kPa and 300kPa). Some research results indicate 
that the type of stress-strain curves is not affected by 
the freeze-thaw cycles due to the different test 
conditions and materials (Vahdani et al. 2020). 

It is found that the relationship between the 
stress-strain curves and the failure modes of the 
specimens are much closer. The failure modes of the 
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specimens with different dry densities are quite 
different, as shown in Fig. 6. The difference is shown 
in the stress-strain curves. The high dry density (1.8 
0g/cm3) specimens show obvious shear planes after 
failure, as shown in Fig.6a. Their stress-strain curves 
gradually decreased after reaching the highest points, 
showing obvious softening characteristics. The shear 
plane  is not obvious when their dry density is 
reduced to 1.69g/cm3, and the bulge appears in the 
middle of the specimens, as shown in Fig.6b. The 
decreasing range of them is slower than that of high 
dry density specimens when the curves reach the 
highest points, and their softening characteristics are 
weakened. For the low dry density (1.58g/cm3) 
specimens, no shear plane is found after loading, and 
the obvious bulge appeared in the middle, as shown in 
Fig.6c. Their stress-strain curves are almost 
horizontal straight lines at low confining pressures 

(50kPa, 100kPa) after rising to the highest points, and 
the decrease range at high confining pressures 
(200kPa, 300kPa) is relatively gentle, showing 
hardening characteristics. 

 

Fig. 5 The stress-strain curves of the soil specimens from the selected research section of Liugou Reservoir with 
different water contents (w) and dry densities (ρd) under freeze-thaw cycles. (q, deviator stress; ε, he axial strain.) 

 

 

Fig. 6 Typical failure modes of the specimens with 
different densities from the selected research section of 
Liugou Reservoir. (a) 1.80 g/cm3, (b) 1.69 g/cm3, (c) 
1.58 g/cm3. 
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4.1.2 Effect on the cohesions and internal 
friction angles 

4.1.2.1 Changes of the effective cohesions 

The relationship between the effective cohesions 
(c ) of the specimens and the number of freeze-thaw 
cycles ( ) under different dry densities and water 
contents is shown in Fig. 7. 

It can be seen from Fig.7 that the initial water 
contents of the specimens has a certain influence on 
their effective cohesions. The effective cohesions 
decrease with the increasing initial water contents in  
general. In the preparation of soil specimens, it is 
found that the soil particles are easy to disperse when 
the water content is low, and the particle distribution 
is relatively uniform. When it is increased, the fine 
particles have aggregation effect, and large holes are 
easy to appear in the specimens. The uniform degree 
of the pore distribution reduces and the internal 
defects are increased, which makes the strength of the 
specimens with high initial water contents lower. Ye 
et al. (2019) believe that the cohesions are sensitive to 
the change of the initial water contents, and their 
triaxial test results also have similar laws. The 
effective cohesions decrease after freeze-thaw, and the 
maximum drop is after the first freeze-thaw cycle. The 
decrease range of the effective cohesions gradually 
abates after 3-5 freeze-thaw cycles. Their values 
decrease with the increase of the water contents under 
the same dry densities, and the larger the dry 
densities are, the more significant the influence of the 
water content changes on the effective cohesions is. 
The effective cohesions are raised with the increasing 
dry densities under the same water contents, and the 
larger the dry densities are, the more obvious their 
reduction is. The curves of the effective cohesions and 
freeze-thaw cycles are fitted to accurately predict the 
effect of freeze-thaw cycles on the soil mechanical 
properties. The results show that their change laws 
obey the exponential function, and the expression is 
given by: 

/                                  (2) 

where  is the effective cohesion, kPa;  is the 
number of freeze-thaw cycles; 	 ,  and  are fitting 
parameters, whose values are related to the dry 
density, water content and the number of freeze-thaw 
cycles, as shown in Table 1. 

4.1.2.2 Changes of the effective internal 
friction angles 

The relationship curves between the effective 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 The change law of the effective cohesions ( ) of 
the specimens and the number of freeze-thaw cycles 
( ) under different dry densities and water contents. 

 
Table 1 The parameter values of the fitting formulas 

Test groups a b λ R2  
ρd =1.58 g/cm3, 
w=10.0% 

3.5914  4.6585  0.3251  0.9360  

ρd =1.58 g/cm3, 
w=13.3% 5.3306  2.7378  1.0552  0.9644  

ρd =1.58 g/cm3, 
w=16.6% 3.5599  1.7157  2.3674  0.9965  

ρd =1.69 g/cm3, 
w=10.0% 5.7121  4.3958  1.0124  0.9470  

ρd =1.69 g/cm3, 
w=13.3% 

5.5060  3.7832  1.2511  0.9305  

ρd =1.69 g/cm3, 
w=16.6% 7.1985  0.5367  4.3427  0.9337  

ρd =1.80 g/cm3, 
w=10.0% 12.7944  7.3909  1.1935  0.8970  

ρd =1.80 g/cm3, 
w=13.3% 

-1.9716  13.2752 -4.3997 0.8658  

ρd =1.80 g/cm3, 
w=16.6% 10.9526 2.3888  2.0303  0.9154  

Note: w, water contents; ρd, dry densities. 
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internal friction angles of the specimens and the 
freeze-thaw cycles under different dry densities and 
water contents are shown in Fig. 8. 

It can be seen from Fig.8 that the effective 
internal friction angles of the specimens have an 
increasing trend in general with the increasing freeze-
thaw cycles, but the change process fluctuates 
memorably and the change laws are not obvious. The 
effective internal friction angles rise with the 
increasing dry densities under the same water 
contents. The relationship between the effective 
internal friction angles and the water contents is 
irregular under the same dry densities. The essence of 
the internal friction angles is to reflect the contact and 
occlusion between particles in the failure process. The 
arrangement of the soil particles and the size of the 
adhesion areas between particles will affect their 
values (Yao et al. 2017). The process of freeze-thaw 
cycles is accompanied by the water migration and the 
phase transformation between water and ice, which 
has a certain disturbance on the specimens, especially 
in the first freeze-thaw cycle, and the fluctuation of 
their effective internal friction angles is generally 
large. However, the contact and arrangement of the 
soil particles are very random. The freeze-thaw effect 
changes the relative position between them and the 
internal micro structure of the specimens. The 
arrangement of the particles after the change is still 
random, resulting in that the change law between the 
internal friction angles and the freeze-thaw cycles is 
not obvious. The effect of freeze-thaw cycles on the 
internal friction angles is very controversial at present, 
and the results obtained by different types of soil 
specimens and different researchers are quite 
discrepant (Han et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2018; Wang et 
al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019), which 
need further study.  

4.2 Effect of freeze-thaw cycles on 
permeability coefficients 

The relationship curves between the permeability 
coefficients of the specimens and the freeze-thaw 
cycles under different dry densities and water 
contents are shown in Fig. 9. 

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the permeability 
coefficients of the specimens before freeze-thaw cycles 
are greatly affected by initial water contents. They 
enlarge with the increasing initial water contents 
under the same dry densities. That may be caused by 

the agglomeration effect of the fine particles during 
the high water content specimen preparation, which 
increases the seepage flow channels in the soil. The 
permeability coefficients of the specimens under the 
same water contents decrease with the increase of dry 
densities, which are consistent with the actual 
situation of the projects. They are raised with the 
increase of freeze-thaw cycles, and the first freeze-
thaw cycle has the significant impact on them. The 
permeability coefficients of the low dry density 
(1.58g/cm3) specimens decrease first and then enlarge 
with the increase of freeze-thaw cycles. For the 
medium and high dry densities (1.69g/cm3 and 
1.80g/cm3), they increase with the increasing freeze-
thaw cycles. The low dry density specimens are more 
significantly affected by the freeze-thaw cycles, and 
their permeability coefficients fluctuate evidently. The 

   

 

 
Fig. 8 The relationship curves between the effective 
internal friction angles (') of the soil specimens and the 
freeze-thaw cycles ( ) under different water contents 
(w) and dry densities (ρd). 
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freezing and thawing processes increase the pore 
volume and the connectivity between pores, and then 
enlarges the permeability coefficients (Lu et al. 2019; 
Zhang and Cui 2018). The high-density specimens are 
relatively dense inside, and the water migration is 
relatively slow. The soil particles have a certain 
constraint on the expansion of ice crystal bodies, and 
the arrangement between the soil particles is more 
compact. The internal pore volume is relatively small, 
and it is difficult to connect these pores through the 
freeze-thaw effect, thus the permeability coefficients 
of the high-density specimens are less affected by 
freeze-thaw cycles. 

4.3 Effect of freeze-thaw cycles on thermal properties 

The thermal conductivities are dramatically 

affected by the water content and dry density of the 
soil specimens. It is necessary to discuss their effect 
on the thermal conductivities before analyzing the 
effect of freeze-thaw cycles on them. The relationship 
curves of the thermal conductivities with the dry 
densities and water contents are shown in Fig. 10. The 
water contents of the air dried soil specimens with the 
dry densities of 1.50g/cm3, 1.58g/cm3, 1.69g/cm3, 
1.80g/cm3 and 1.90g/cm3 are 2.3%, 2.6%, 2.7%, 3.1% 
and 3.3%, respectively. 

It can be seen from Fig.10a that the thermal 
conductivities of the specimens under the same water 
contents enlarge gradually with the increase of the dry 
densities, and the relationship between them is 
almost linear. As shown in Fig.10b, the thermal 
conductivities of the specimens increase nonlinearly 
with the increasing water contents. These are 
consistent with the general laws of the remolded soil 
specimens (Hu et al. 2017; Zhen et al. 2019). 

The relationship curves between the thermal 
conductivities of the specimens and the freeze-thaw 
cycles under different water contents and dry 
densities are shown in Fig. 11. 

It can be seen from Fig.11 that the thermal 
conductivities of the specimens under the same water 
contents decrease with the increase of the freeze-thaw 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 The relationship curves between the permeability 
coefficients (kw) of the soil specimens and the freeze-
thaw cycles ( ) under different water contents (w) and 
dry densities (ρd). 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 The effect of the dry densities (ρd) (a) and water 
contents (w) (b) on the thermal conductivities ( ) of 
the soil specimens. 
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cycles. When the water contents are less than or equal 
to 16.6%, the degree of phase transition between ice 
and water is relatively low and the soil pore structure 
changes little, the thermal conductivities descend 
slowly with the freeze-thaw cycles and the effect on 
them is not significant. When the water content 
increases to 20.0%, the freeze-thaw effect on them 
increases markedly, especially for the specimens with 
low dry densities (1.50g/cm3, 1.58g/cm3 and 
1.69g/cm3), their thermal conductivities decrease 
evidently. The effect of freeze-thaw cycles on high dry 
density (1.80g/cm3 and 1.90g/cm3) specimens is 
relatively little. Their thermal conductivities are not 
only affected by the temperature variations and water 
contents, but also related to their micro structures 
(Rui et al. 2019). The soil volume change, the grain 
size distribution and the crack formation all have a 
significant influence on the thermal conductivities in 
the freeze-thaw process (Moghbel and Fall 2018). The 
pore volumes of the specimens with low densities and 
high water contents are large under the same water 
contents compared with the high dry density ones, the 
arrangement of the particles is more irregular and 
their saturation is low as well. The pores between the 
soil particles are easy to connect after freeze-thaw 
cycles, the thermal resistance becomes larger, and the 
thermal conductivities are significantly reduced. 
However, for different soil types and testing 
environments, the main influencing factors and 

change laws of the thermal conductivities after freeze-
thaw cycles are quite discrepant (Overduin et al. 2006; 
He et al. 2018), which needs further study. 

4.4 Changes of the micro structures  

The soil specimens with dry density of 1.69g/cm3 
are selected for electron microscope scanning to 
understand their micro structures before and after 
freeze-thaw cycles. The influence of the initial water 
contents on the micro structures and the change 
characteristics of the soil particles are observed after 
the specimen micro structures are magnified 100 
times, 500 times and 5000 times, as shown in Fig. 12. 

It can be seen from Fig. 12a and b that the 
specimens with high initial water contents have 
more obvious agglomeration effect of the soil 
particles, worse distribution uniformity of the 
particles, and higher probability of large pores with 
the same dry densities, which is more obvious on the 
specimens with high water contents and low dry 
densities. For the specimens with low water contents, 
the arrangement of the soil particles is more regular 
and the distribution of the pores is more uniform. 
These differences have a remarkable influence on the 
internal friction angles and permeability coefficients. 
The soil particle surfaces are relatively smooth 
before freeze-thaw cycles, and there are less fine 
matters around, as shown in Fig. 12c and e. However, 

    

   
Fig. 11 The effect of freeze-thaw cycles ( ) on the thermal conductivities ( ) of the soil specimens. (a) w=10.0%. (b) 
w=13.3%. (c) w=16.6%. (d) w=20.0% 
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Fig. 12 The scanning electron micrographs of the soil specimens. (a) The soil specimens without freeze-thaw cycles (magnified by 
100 times), w=10.0%. (b) The soil specimens without freeze-thaw cycles (magnified by 100 times), w=20.0%. (c) The soil specimens 
without freeze-thaw cycles (magnified by 500 times), w=13.3%. (d) The soil specimens (magnified by 500 times) after 7 freeze-thaw 
cycles, w=13.3%. (e) The soil specimens without freeze-thaw cycles (magnified by 500 times), w=16.6%. (f) The soil specimens 
(magnified by 500 times) after 7 freeze-thaw cycles, w=16.6%. (g) The soil specimens (magnified by 5000 times) after 7 freeze-thaw 
cycles, w=13.3%. (h) The soil specimens (magnified by 5000 times) after 7 freeze-thaw cycles, w=16.6%. 
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a large number of sheet structures are adhered on the 
surfaces and around the soil particles after 7 freeze-
thaw cycles, as shown in Fig.12d and f. When the 
particles are further magnified by 5000 times, it can 
be seen that these flake structures are formed on and 
around their surfaces after peeling off from the soil 
particles in the freeze-thaw processes. It is not 
obvious after the first and third freeze-thaw cycles, 
but became more significant after the seventh freeze- 
thaw cycle. It can be predicted that the phenomenon 
will become more obvious with the increase of freeze-
thaw cycles. That indicates the long-term freeze-thaw 
cycles can break the soil particles, change the soil 
micro structures, produce more fine flaky particles, 
and cause the rearrangement of the soil particles. 
These micro changes are reflected in the variations of 
the soil engineering characteristics (Zhang et al. 2019). 

4.5 Mechanism analyses of the freeze-thaw 
damage 

The specimens are tightly wrapped all the time 
with fresh-keeping films in the freezing and thawing 
processes, thus they are all in a closed environment 
and cannot exchange materials with the outside. The 
freezing temperature is -15°C, and the melting 
temperature is about 20°C (the room temperature). 
The surfaces of the specimens freeze first when they 
are freezing at the constant temperature environment. 
A temperature gradient is formed between their 
surfaces and internal unfrozen areas, which make the 
water to migrate from the unfrozen areas to the 
freezing fronts, and the ice crystals are precipitated on 
the specimen surfaces, as shown in Fig.13. 

It can be seen from Fig.13 that the higher the 
water contents are, the more ice crystals precipitate 
on the specimen surfaces during the freezing process. 
The water migration will further increase the water 
contents of the surface soil (Li et al. 2017), and it is 
easy to make the surface soil reach or close to the 
saturated state when the initial water content of the 
specimens is high. The water in the surface soil 
freezes to form ice crystals when the temperature 
drops to the freezing temperature. The ice crystals 
expand in volume, which enlarge the distance 
between the soil particles, and disturb the 
arrangement and distribution of the particles (Wei et 
al. 2019). The temperature gradient disappears and 
the water migration ends when the temperature of the 
whole specimen is constant at -15°C. The surface soil 

temperature rises first and starts to melt when they 
are taken out from the low temperature box and 
placed in the room temperature environment for 
melting. At this time, the temperature in the middle 
parts is lower than that of the specimen surfaces, and 
the temperature gradient is formed again in the soil. 
The water begins to move from the surfaces to the 
middle parts of the non-melting areas until the 
temperature gradient disappears. The water 
migration process cannot be completely reversible 
due to the gravity effect, and the water content is 
different in the direction perpendicular to the freezing 
surface of the specimens (Steiner et al. 2018). The 
amount of water migrated from the center of the 
specimens to the surface in the freezing process is 
larger than that of the water migration to the opposite 
direction during the melting process (Wang et al. 
2005). The ice crystals all change into water when 
they melt completely, and the volumes expanded from 
the ice crystals shrink, and the specimen volumes also 
decrease under the action of self-weight. They 
amplified by water freezing expansion cannot be 
completely recovered because the soil is an elastic 
plastic material and its elastic range is very small (Xie 
et al. 2015). In this way, there are a large number of 
pores left after it melted, which makes the pore 
volumes in the specimens increase compared with 
that before freezing (Zhang and Cui 2017). For the 

 

Fig. 13 The ice crystals precipitated on the surfaces of 
the specimens with the dry density of 1.69 g/cm3 under 
different water contents during the freezing process. (a) 
w=10.0%. (b) w=13.3%. (c) w=16.6%. (d) w=20.0% 
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high water content specimens, the phenomenon is 
more significant because of the violent water 
migration (Ding et al. 2019). The micro cracks will be 
formed if there are connections between pores, which 
will cause the damage to the specimens (Xu et al. 
2019). The effect of freeze-thaw cycles in the 
processes is irreversible (Liu et al. 2019). The 
existence of the pores and micro-cracks will reduce 
the soil mechanical properties and increase the 
permeability. The thermal conductivities of the high 
water content specimens decrease substantially after 
freeze-thaw cycles because the thermal conductivity of 
the air is smaller than that of the soil particles and the 
porosity of the high water content specimens 
increases greatly. There are many pores in the low 
density (1.50g/cm3, 1.58g/cm3 and 1.69g/cm3) soil. In 
the case of high water contents (16.6% and 20.0%), 
the water migration and the phase transformation 
between water and ice is more intense, which is easy 
to connect these existing pores. Therefore, the 
specimens with low dry densities and high water 
contents are generally affected significantly by freeze-
thaw cycles. The volume changes and water migration 
of the specimens reach a relative equilibrium state 
after 3-5 freeze-thaw cycles, and their mechanics, 
permeability and heat conduction tend to be stable.  

The above analyses indicate that the water 
migration and the phase transformation between 
water and ice are the main factors affecting the soil 
engineering properties during the freezing-thawing 
processes. The processes in the above indoor tests are 
all conducted in a closed environment, and there is no 
external water supply. However, the soil freezing and 
thawing in the actual projects is carried out in an open 
system. The soil in the middle and lower parts of the 
reservoir soil bank slopes in cold regions will cause 
violent water migration after freezing under the 
condition of abundant external water supply (Lu et al. 
2019; Wang et al. 2019). The higher the initial water 
content is, the more vigorous the water migration in 
the soil is in the freezing process (Wang et al. 2015). 
Therefore, the soil there is most seriously damaged by 
freeze-thaw cycles, as shown in Fig.1d. At the 
beginning and end of winter, the temperature 
difference between day and night at the northern foot 
of Tianshan Mountain is large, and the ice water 
phase changes will cause a large number of pores and 
micro cracks in the soil surfaces. These pores will be 
further connected to form micro cracks with the 
process of water migration and ice water phase 

changes caused by multiple freeze-thaw cycles, and 
the existing micro cracks will also expand (Tang et al. 
2018). In the open environment, the soil freezing and 
thawing processes are very different from that in the 
closed system (Lu et al. 2019). The volume changes 
and water transfer of the soil are more intense during 
freezing and thawing, and it is difficult to achieve the 
dynamic equilibrium (Xian et al. 2019). In addition, 
the long-term freeze-thaw cycles have a crushing 
effect on the soil particles. Therefore, the soil 
engineering characteristics will continue to change 
with the increasing freeze-thaw cycles, and the easily 
observed phenomenon is that the cracks on the soil 
surfaces are increasing, widening and extending, as 
shown in Fig.1(b), (c) and (d) and Fig. 2. The soil 
blocks of the bank slopes will fall or collapse when 
these cracks penetrate, as shown in Fig.1e. 

5    Conclusions 

Based on a large number of field investigations 
on dozens of reservoir soil bank slopes at the northern 
foot of Tianshan Mountain, laboratory tests were 
carried out to quantitatively analyze the effect of 
freeze-thaw cycles on the soil engineering 
characteristics of the mechanics, permeability and 
heat conduction, and to reveal the promotion of 
freeze-thaw cycles on their failure. The following main 
conclusions are made: 

(1) The softening characteristics of the stress-
strain curves weaken in general with the increasing 
freeze-thaw cycles, and it is more obvious under low 
dry densities and low confining pressures. The stress-
strain curves are closely related to the failure modes 
of the specimens. The effective cohesions decrease 
exponentially with the increase of freeze-thaw cycles, 
and the change laws of the effective internal friction 
angles with freeze-thaw cycles are not obvious. 

(2) The permeability coefficients of the unfrozen 
specimens are affected by the initial water contents, 
and enlarge with their increase. They increase with 
the increase of freeze-thaw cycles in general, and 
those of the specimens with low dry densities 
fluctuate significantly. 

(3) The thermal conductivities are raised with the 
increase of dry densities and water contents and 
decrease with the increasing freeze-thaw cycles. The 
freeze-thaw effect on the thermal conductivities is not 
significant when the water contents are low. The 
effect increases appreciably when the specimens are 
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nearly saturated. Those of the specimens with low dry 
densities and high water contents decrease 
substantially after the freeze-thaw cycles. 

(4) The water migration and ice water phase 
changes result in the variations of soil internal 
structures in the freezing-thawing processes, which is 
the main factor that causes the changes of the soil 
engineering characteristics. In an open environment 

in cold regions, the sufficient water supply and the 
alternation of positive and negative temperatures 
make the water transfer and ice water phase changes 
in the soil very intense, and the soil volume changes 
and the water transfer are difficult to reach a balance. It 
is easy to form a large number of pores and micro cracks 
in the soil freezing-thawing areas. The soil on the bank 
slopes will fall or collapse when these cracks penetrate.
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